Foamed rubbers are widely used for the shoe-soles, shin-guards, protectors and so on. The complex microstructure of foamed rubber consists of rubber matrix and pores. Therefore, foamed rubbers show good shock-absorbing properties in addition to good formability and lightweight. The mechanical characteristics of foamed rubber are determined by the mechanical characteristics of rubber matrix and its microstructure.
Introduction
The complex microstructure of foamed rubber which was made by rubber matrix and microscopic pores has a great effect on its mechanical characteristics. When foamed rubber is compressed, the rubber matrix bends, thereafter occurs buckling. Therefore, foamed rubber has good shock-absorbing characteristics in addition to good formability and lightweight. For these reason, foamed rubber has been widely applied to shoe-soles, shin-guards and protectors as shock-absorbing materials in the sports field.
The mechanical characteristics of foamed rubber is determined by the mechanical characteristics of rubber matrix and its microstructure, in particular, depends on relative density. The relative density represents the ratio of rubber matrix in foamed rubber. While suitable design of foamed rubber used for each engineering products is required, mechanical characteristics of foamed rubber has been evaluated with material tests using prototypes under the assumption to be homogeneous material. Thus, an evaluation method using a numerical analysis considering the microstructure would be an effective method to improve quality, performance and productivity of foamed rubber. Previous studies have analyzed mechanical characteristics of the carbon foams using a detailed model with the research of Kirca et al. (2007) . The detailed FEM mesh model required approximately 400,000 finite elements and one million degrees of freedom with quadratic 10-noded tetrahedron elements. However, it is high computational cost.
In order to establish the evaluation method, 2-dimensional homogenization finite element analysis code were developed in this study. The microstructure of the foamed rubber was assumed to the periodic structure with hole. Therefore, homogenization theory was applied to the developed code. The rubber matrix was assumed to have incompressible hyperelasticity which was represented by the Mooney-Rivlin model. The material parameters of rubber matrix were identified from the biaxial tensile test results. Compression tests of the rubber specimen reproducing homogenization model were conducted to verify the validity of analysis code. Relative density of the rubber specimen was reproduced by adjusting the diameter of the holes. By comparing the compression test and 2-dimensional homogenization FEM analysis, the mechanical characteristics of foamed rubber considering microstructure were evaluated.
Homogenization analysis model and material model
In this study, the microstructure of foamed rubber was assumed to have the equally-sized periodic holes, homogenization model for numerical analysis was prepared using analysis code programmed all in house shown in Fig. 1 . The gray area in Fig. 1 represents the rubber matrix and the white holes represent the inner holes. Relative density was reproduced by adjusting the diameter of the holes. Homogenization analysis was conducted by using the unit cell which is a part of microscopic structure. The uniform deformation and periodic boundary condition were applied to the unit cell. From this reason, homogenization analysis reproduced the infinite periodic structure of holes by conducting analysis only for the unit cell. Homogenization model required 1,024 finite elements and 2,200 nodes with quadratic 4-noded quadrilateral elements. Therefore, this analysis enables relatively low computational cost. The formulation for the large deformation problem of porous polymers was described using X and Y-coordinates. The macroscopic behavior is described with the X-coordinate, and the microscopic behavior is described with the Y-coordinate. The two coordinates are related using a scale ratio ε as follows: / X Y (1) When the scale of the microscopic structure is much smaller than the scale of the whole structure, the scale ratio ε is a very small value. In that case, the macroscopic characteristics, such as stiffness, stress and strain, are calculated from the volume average of microscopic characteristics using the homogenization theory. The deformation of microscopic structure is uniform, and microscopic periodicity is kept under finite deformation.
The total deformation of microscopic structure is divided into macroscopic deformation Y and microscopic periodical deformation w.
Here, F is the macroscopic deformation gradient tensor. The gradient tensor F is applied to the numerical simulation as the deformation condition. The microscopic deformation gradient tensor is calculated from Equation 2 as follows:
The rate of displacement is also described by w Y X x y v (4) In this study, mechanical behavior of rubber matrix was assumed to be represented by the incompressible hyperelasticity. Thus, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S is given by the partial differentiation of the strain energy function W with respect to the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C as follows:
Here, C is calculated as C = F T F and F is the deformation gradient tensor. C is corrected right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor which is removed a volume deformation component. Nominal stress P has following mathematical relationship with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S.
S F P (6)
Following strain energy function was applied to the rubber matrix: 
Where, C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C21, C22, C23, C24, C25 are material parameters, and 1 I , 2 I are the first and second invariants of the deformation tensor C . p is hydrostatic pressure, and J is the determinant of deformation tensor F.
The material parameters of Equation 7 are identified by the biaxial tensile test of rubber sheet using biaxial tensile machine (EAABCS1061, AIKOH ENGINEERING CO). Rubber sheet is made of natural rubber same as the rubber specimen. The sheet shaped is 50 mm in both length and width, and 1 mm in thick. Boundary condition was applied uniaxial tensile and uniaxial fixed and strain rate was set to 0.1% s -1 to reduce the increased viscosity associated with deformation rate.
Bulk modulus of rubber matrix is very large, and the volume of rubber matrix is not substantially changed. Therefore, the deformation gradient tensor F for biaxial tensile deformation is shown by using stretch λ as follows:
Stretch λ is defined as nominal strain plus 1. The partial differentiation of the strain energy function W with respect to the first and second invariants 1 I , 2 I of the deformation tensor C using the nominal stress P11, P22 as follows:
The theoretical stress-strain curve was obtained by substituting stretch λ, and the nominal stress P11, P22 given from the biaxial tensile test into Equation 9 and Equation 10. The material parameters were identified by fitting the theoretical stress-strain curve to the estimated curve as C11 = 1.79, C12 = -6.61, C13 = 13.5, C14 = 4.41, C15 = -83.4, C21 = -0.92, C22 = 6.07, C23 = -12.7, C24 = -4.32, C25 = -85.9. Therefore, the stress-strain relationships of biaxial tensile test were estimated by using the material parameters. The comparison of biaxial tensile test and material model was shown in Fig. 2 . Material model showed good agreement with the biaxial tensile test result. Furthermore, to verify the applicability of material parameters to compression analysis, compression test of rubber block without any holes and 3-dimentional FEM analysis were conducted as shown in Fig. 3 . 3-dimentional FEM analysis showed good agreement with the compression test of rubber block. From the above, the applicability of the material model for compression analysis of rubber matrix was verified. and material model. Fig. 3 . The comparison of compression test and analysis of block model.
Verification of applicability of homogenization analysis
Compression tests of the rubber specimens reproducing homogenization model were conducted to verify the applicability of analysis code. All rubber specimens are made of natural rubber, 50 mm cubic dimensions on each side and have 6mm diameter holes periodically as shown in Fig. 4 . Relative density of the rubber specimens were respectively 0.42, 0.56, 0.72, 0.80 and 0.86 by adjusting the hole distance 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm. Holes on the side surface of the rubber specimens were cut in semicircular such that the influence of the stiffness of the edge was reduced. Compression tests of rubber specimen were conducted using compression machine (Autograph AG-20kNXplus, Shimadzu Corporation). Rubber specimens were compressed up to nominal strain 0.3, and then the load was removed. Strain rate was set to 0.1% s -1 to reduce the increased viscosity associated with deformation rate.
In addition, cross markers were placed around the all holes of rubber specimen, and center holes of the rubber specimens were defined as the unit cell shown in Fig. 4 . The state of compression test is taken with a digital high-definition camera, strain of unit cells was measured by using the video analysis software (TEMA 3D, Photron Limited). Stress of the unit cell was the nominal stress given in the compression test under the assumption that the load is balanced in a cross section perpendicular to the loading direction of the rubber specimen.
The stress-strain relationships of unit cell given by compression test was shown in Fig. 5 . They show a increase in stiffness as relative density increases. Buckling of the rubber matrix only occurred in the rubber specimen of relative density 0.42 due to the thinness of the rubber matrix. The stress-strain relationships of unit cell and deformation of rubber specimen of relative density 0.42 were shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . That of relative density 0.56 were shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . For the rubber specimen of relative density 0.42, holes were keeping a circular, then the stress-strain relationships was almost linear in the strain of the unit cell 0.05. The holes became completely oval, then stiffness reduced in the strain of the unit cell 0.15. Buckling of the rubber matrix occurred in concert, then stress reduced in the strain of the unit cell 0.30. Rubber matrix was in contact, then stress began to increase in the strain of the unit cell 0.32. Rubber matrix completely adhered, then stiffness increased again.in the strain of the unit cell 0.40. For the rubber specimen of relative density 0.56, holes were keeping a circular, then the stress-strain relationships was almost linear in the strain of the unit cell 0.10. The holes became completely oval, then stiffness reduced in the strain of the unit cell 0.30. Rubber matrix was in contact, then stress began to increase in the strain of the unit cell 0.40. Rubber matrix completely adhered, then stiffness increased again.in the strain of the unit cell 0.50. For other rubber specimens, mechanical characteristics were similar to the rubber specimen of relative density 0.56. From the test results, the effect of the periodic structure of holes on the mechanical characteristics of rubber specimens was revealed. And the mechanical characteristics of rubber specimen was similar to that of foamed rubber. From the above, it is capable to evaluate the mechanical characteristics of the foamed rubber by using the periodic structure of holes. Fig. 4 . Rubber specimen and its unit cell. 
Comparison of homogenization analysis and compression test
Comparison of homogenization analysis and compression test was conducted to verify the applicability of analysis code. Homogenization analysis was conducted by using the unit cell which is a part of microscopic structure, as shown in Fig .1 . The uniform deformation and periodic boundary condition were applied to the unit cell. The material parameters which was identified by the biaxial tensile test results were applied to the analysis model. The comparison of homogenization analysis and compression test was shown in Fig. 10 . The stress distribution chart of relative density 0.42 in strain 0.15 was shown in Fig. 11 . All holes deformed identically, stress concentration occurred around the holes.
In Fig. 10 (a) , the analysis results showed good agreement with the compression test results. However, the analysis results showed higher stress than the test results as the strain increases. This is due to the subtle difference of the periodic structure of holes. The periodic structure of the analysis model was completely symmetry while that of the rubber specimens was considered to contain a tiny error. In Fig. 10 (b) , the analysis results showed higher stress than the compression test results as the strain increases. This is due to the relative density of the rubber specimens is high, it deformed in the depth direction subtly. Thus, the compression test results were not treated as the plane strain problem, they were different from the analysis results.
Next, the relationship of initial stiffness and relative density was shown in Fig. 12 . Initial stiffness was defined as inclination of the stress-strain relationships of unit cell to strain 0.001 from experimental digital data. The analysis results showed good agreement with the compression test results. If the unit cell has the structure of periodic and equally-sized holes, the minimum of relative density is 0.21. In this case the stiffness is zero, a quadratic curve was found to fit the relationship of initial stiffness E and relative density f ρ as Equation 11 and 12. This result was consistent with the research of Gibson and Ashby (1997).
From the above, analysis results showed good agreement with the compression test results in the low strain region. However, the analysis results showed higher stress than the test results as the strain increases due to the periodic structure of the rubber specimens was considered to contain a tiny error. The initial stiffness of analysis and compression test was predicted to determine by relative density. As mentioned above, the applicability of homogenizaion analysis was verified. In the low strain region, it is capable to predict the mechanical properties of foamed rubber considering the microstructure by the periodic structure of the holes. 
Conclusion
In this study, an evaluation method of foamed rubber considering the mechanical characteristics of rubber matrix and its microstructure was shown. In order to develop the evaluation method, the microstructure of the foamed rubber is assumed to the periodic structure with hole, and 2-dimentional FEM analysis code for hyperelastic material was developed based on homogenization theory. The rubber matrix was assumed to have incompressible hyperelasticity which was represented by the Mooney-Rivlin model. The material parameters of rubber matrix were identified from the biaxial tensile test results. Numerical analysis using the developed code was conducted under the condition that relative density of FEM model was equivalent to specimen. Relative density was reproduced by adjusting the diameter of the holes. Compression test of the rubber specimen reproducing FEM model was conducted to verify the applicability of analysis code. From the test results, the effect of the periodic structure of holes on the mechanical characteristics of rubber specimens was revealed. The mechanical characteristics of rubber specimen was similar to that of foamed rubber.
Compared to analysis and compression test, analysis results showed good agreement with the compression test results in the low strain region. The initial stiffness of analysis and compression test was predicted to determine by relative density. As mentioned above, the applicability of homogenization analysis was verified. In the low strain region, it is capable to predict the mechanical properties of foamed rubber considering the microstructure by the periodic structure of the holes.
